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Generating power by strategically placing (floating) PV 
panels on still water bodies such as lakes, ponds, reservoirs, 
and oceans.

● Regions with high population densities, limited 
availability of land, and abundant water resources.

● Sectors such as Municipal wastewater, Agriculture, 
Aquaculture (Aquavoltaics), and Coastal resources.

● 1.5 to 22% (Spencer et al) increased energy yield due 
to the cooling effect of water.

● Reduced land area usage.
● Lesser obstructions for incoming irradiation
● Faster completion time than their land-based PV - 30 

MW has possible completion time of 8 weeks for 
completion (DOE, 2022).
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Schematic of an FPV system
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UNITED STATES OUTLOOK
● From 2 in 2016 to 20 in 2020, the number  of FPV 

projects in the US increased to a  total capacity of 12 
MW (V. Ramasamy, 2021 - NREL).

● 24,419 man-made water bodies in the contiguous US 
are suitable for FPVs and covering only 27% of the 
area can produce equivalent to 10% of 2018 national 
generation statistics (418 TWh) (Spencer 2018 - 
NREL) .

GLOBAL OUTLOOK
● The total installed capacity for FPV globally has risen 

from 6 megawatts (MW) to 2,579 MW from 2013 to 
2021, respectively (Reindl and Paton 2020).

● The global FPV market predicted to grow at a CAGR 
of 16.89% and reach an estimated $775.85 million by 
2024 (Infiniti Research, 2022).

Annual global FPV capacity, 2017–2020 (Cox 2021)
U.S. FPV Projects as of March 2021 (<100 kW)

 (V. Ramasamy, 2021 - NREL)



Potential annual generation of FPV systems 
covering 27% of feasible U.S. water bodies 
(Spencer 2018 - NREL) .

Potential annual generation of FPV systems 
covering 27% of feasible U.S. water bodies, 
categorized by the primary purpose and 
primary owner of the water bodies (Spencer 
2018 - NREL).



● FPVs have higher upfront costs than land-based 

PV and hence adequate allocation of funds 

becomes imperative.

● There is an abundance of climate funds and 

subsidies or grants offered by state and federal 

agencies for solar development.

● Land-based PV has been explored and 

developed over the years, however, a holistic 

framework to evaluate such proposals for FPV 

does not exist.

Need for a Framework



“This paper aims to present a viable framework to 
evaluate the deployment of FPV solutions in a certain 
geographical area and assess its potential, reducing 
the overall complexities associated with evaluating 
projects in different areas with varying climate 
factors and economic scales and providing a 
consistent framework to benchmark projects.”
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Assignment of Weights 

The core of the model 
provides weights to each 
parameter (taken as input from 
the applicant or calculated) by 
suitable prioritization. 

Questionnaire

The framework is complemented 
with a supporting questionnaire. 
It collects the basic information 
of the region representative and 
the geographic, demographic, 
technical and financial inputs 
required for a fair evaluation. It 
is limited to collecting the data 
available to the citizens through 
government offices or open 
source platforms.

Parameter Selection

Recent studies -  only technical 
parameters under consideration. 
No existing frameworks take 
demographic and social impact 
parameters into account. When 
considered, these parameters 
outweigh the financial costs for 
the project since the impact 
created by the FPV on the 
community can be far greater 
than what it costs to build the 
project.

Methodology



Questionnaire



Parameters

Demographic and 
Geographic

Resource and 
Technical

Area available for PV 
coverage

Total area covered by 
water body

Population and 
Poverty Rate

Financial

Energy 
Consumption

Type of water 
body

Primary Purpose

Average GHI

Saline Content, snow load, 
wind load, wave speed, 
water depth, swell, and 
water level variation.

SAIFI, SAIDI, 
CAIDI

Ownership

Expected IRR

Development and 
Installation Cost

Operating Cost

Interconnection 
Costs

Tax Credit and 
Incentives

LCOE



Assignment of Weights



● Specific Regulatory Framework

○ Streamlined permitting process

○ Establish environmental and safety standards 

● Financial Support

○ Incentives, grants, and innovative financing mechanisms 

for R&D

● Infrastructure and Grid Integration

● Collaborative partnerships to drive community development and 

clean energy generation

Policy Suggestions



Limitations
● Locked data and paywalls restrict framework and market 

analysis.

● Weight assignment based on existing literature, requires 

tailoring for projects.

● Limited availability of technical parameters in the public 

domain.

● Project-specific characteristics may change, requiring 

adaptable framework.

● Challenges in accessing and updating data, evolving 

technical requirements.



● Examination of existing FPV projects and their 

community impact.

● Extension of metrics and new weights for parameter 

validation.

● Comparative analysis between two potential locations.

● Elaboration of policy framework based on existing solar 

legislation.

● Consideration of granular financial parameters during 

project development phase.

Further Work 
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Thank you!

Questions?


